Intercambio Idiomas Online

GRAMMAR: PRESENT SIMPLE TENSE
Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the verb in the present simple:

1. My brother _________ (HAVE) a great job in Japan.
2. My father _________ (WORK) as an engineer.
3. My best friend always _________ (PASS) all of her exams.
4. He _________ (LAUGH) at all my jokes.
5. My boss _________ (DO) a lot of overtime.
6. _________ (BE) it a good idea to buy a house?
7. She normally _________ (SLEEP) until midday.
8. He always _________ (WASH) up straight after eating lunch.
9. Our doorbell _________ (BUZZ) way too loud.
10. Does your job suck?
11. My teacher _________ (LIVE) very close to our school.
12. The mechanic usually _________ (FIX) his customer´s cars with ease.
13. She _________ (BRUSH) her hair after having a shower.
14. My classmate always _________ (STUDY) for exam at night.
15. The supermarket _________ (CLOSE) early on Saturdays.
16. The man _________ (WATCH) TV for at least 3 hours a day.
17. My wife _________ (BUY) most of the groceries.
18. Mr banks _________ (TRY) to finish his presentations on time.
19. My sister _________ (PLAY) the piano really well.
20. It _________ (BE) alright to make mistakes when you are learning a language.
Answers:

1. My brother **has** a great job in Japan.
2. My father **works** as an engineer.
3. My best friend always **passes** all of her exams.
4. He **laughs** at all my jokes.
5. My boss **does** a lot of overtime.
6. **Is** it a good idea to buy a house?
7. She normally **sleeps** until midday.
8. He always **washes** up straight after eating lunch.
9. Our doorbell **buzzes** way too loud.
10. **Does** your job suck?
11. My teacher **lives** very close to our school.
12. The mechanic usually **fixes** his customer’s cars with ease.
13. She **brushes** her hair after having a shower.
14. My classmate always **studies** for exam at night.
15. The supermarket **closes** early on Saturdays.
16. The man **watches** TV for at least 3 hours a day.
17. My wife **buys** most of the groceries.
18. Mr banks **tries** to finish his presentations on time.
19. My sister **plays** the piano really well.
20. It **is** alright to make mistakes when you are learning a language.